Abstract: Three LED drivers which can be used for illumination, but whose main task is the transmission of information (data) via the light of the LEDs, are explored in this paper. The converter circuits need no capacitors for the energy transformation and avoid an inrush current. The lack of necessity of electrolytic capacitors reduces cost and space. Dimming the illumination is also easy to achieve. The control concept of the converters and the generation of pulsing of the LEDs for transmitting the information (data) are explained. The converters can also be expanded to more stages to drive more LEDs with different types of information. All three converters are explained in detail; all presented circuits are built up and simulated with LTSpice. Several data transmission concepts are applied and demonstrated through simulations.
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1. Introduction

Supplying light emitting diodes (LEDs) with converters which have no electrolytic capacitors reduces the cost and improves the reliability of the system. Three converter topologies which do not need large capacitors are explored in this paper. Furthermore, these converters can be used for illumination, but they are also able to transmit data via light. The use of LEDs for illumination and for data transmission is a topic which has a bright future. Ref. [1] proposes a general concept for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication by using visible light. Ref. [2] shows the use of visible light communication in indoor environments, as each light unit is multiplexed with a unique tone for transmission. Using dimming, light with pulse width modulation (PWM) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is discussed in [3]. LED arrays based on GaN are proposed in [4] for illumination and high-speed visible light communication. Combined illumination dimming on PWM and visible light communication based on a discrete multitone signal can be found in [5]. The optimization of the illumination performance of trichromatic white LEDs and the characterization of the modulation bandwidth for communication applications are addressed in [6]. Ref. [7] shows a study of illumination and communication using organic LEDs. So far, in [1–7], different concepts of light data transmission and LED technologies are mentioned. Ref. [8] shows several modulation concepts and a high dynamic current source for LED light and data transmission applications. The application of visible light communication for industrial IoT and the necessary interference management based on reconfigurable photodetectors are discussed in [9]. A combination of data and optical power transmission across a single fiber for high-voltage applications is shown in [10], where a classical Boost converter with a large output capacitor is used. Interesting LED drivers for optical wireless communication (but also needing large capacitors) are presented in [11]. Experiments on vehicle-to-vehicle...
(V2V) communication via light can be found in [12]. In [13], indoor experimental validation and performance analysis for simultaneous illumination and communication using commercial white LED lamps are explored. Ref. [14] discusses a vehicle-based internet system based on the automotive headlight. The application of visible light commutation is useful in airplanes, buildings, at home, and in cars, with multiple input and multiple output quadrature modulation being explained in [15]. A constant current control circuit for a primary-side controlled AC-DC LED driver based on the flyback converter (with an output capacitor) is explained in [16]. Up to this point, in [10,11], and [16], different converters with output capacitors are discussed, and in some of them, inrush currents can also occur. Ref. [17] shows a resonant switched-capacitor auxiliary circuit for active power decoupling in electrolytic capacitor-less AC/DC LED drivers. Ref. [18] explores a multi-channel low-power LED driver for medical application. A highly efficient LED driver based on a hybrid DC-DC converter can be found in [19]. An LED driver with a power factor corrector (PFC) without electrolytic capacitors (but still relatively large capacitors) is shown in [20]. In [17–20], different LED driver circuits with various control concepts and applications are described. In this context, no data transmission via light communication is applied.

2. Driving Stage I

Figure 1 shows the basic circuit. The converter is based on the Buck converter and consists of the main electronic switch SM, the inductor L1, and the diode DM. The capacitor at the outside is replaced by LEDs. The diode D1 must only be used when the LED load is not able to switch off quickly. Power LEDs have larger reverse recovery currents when switched off quickly. This occurs when using LEDs for illumination. The current through the load is equal to the current through the coil. With the switch SP, the current through the load can be pulsed. An advantage of this LED driver circuit is that no capacitor is necessary for the energy transformation. This leads to a cheaper and more reliable design.

![Figure 1](image-url)  
*Figure 1.* The basic structure of the LED driver of type I with the possibility to pulse the output.

The best way to operate this converter is by a bang–bang current controller. With this controller, the current can be held within a band; the smaller the hysteresis of the controller, the smaller the tolerance band of the current, but the higher the switching frequency. When the converter is not pulsed, two modes exist. In the first mode M1, the electronic switch SM is on, DM is off, and the current flows from the input source through the switch SM, the inductor, and the load. In mode M2, the transistor is turned off and the current through the inductor free-wheels through the diode DM and the load. The voltage across the LEDs can be described by a crack characteristic with a fixed voltage VLED and a differential resistor RLED. In this model, the crack voltage VD and the differential resistor RD of the load diode D1 are included. The change in the current through the inductor during M1 is described by the differential equation

$$\frac{di_L}{dt} = \frac{u_1 - (V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot i_L)}{L}.$$
The current increases. When the electronic switch SM is turned off, the free-wheeling diode DM turns on and the current decreases according to

$$\frac{di_L}{dt} = \frac{(V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot i_L)}{L}.\tag{1}$$

With a hysteresis controller, a near-constant current through the coil $I_{L0}$ is produced. When the transistor is on, the current increases by $\Delta I$:

$$U_1 - (V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0}) = L \frac{\Delta I}{T_{on}}.\tag{2}$$

One can calculate the necessary on-time of the active switch according to

$$\frac{di_L}{dt} = -\frac{(V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot i_L)}{L}.\tag{3}$$

When the active switch turns off, the current decreases by $\Delta I$ within the off-time $T_{off}$:

$$(V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0}) = L \frac{\Delta I}{T_{off}}.\tag{4}$$

The off-time can now be given by

$$T_{off} = L \frac{\Delta I}{V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0}}.\tag{5}$$

One can now calculate the period of the controller, when only the modes M1 and M2 are used (no pulsing with SP occurs):

$$T_{M1M2} = T_{on} + T_{off} = L \frac{\Delta I}{U_1} \frac{[U_1 - (V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0})](V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0})}{U_1}.\tag{6}$$

The switching frequency of the hysteresis controller is therefore

$$f_{M1M2} = \frac{1}{T_{on} + T_{off}} = \frac{[U_1 - (V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0})](V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0})}{L \Delta I U_1}.\tag{7}$$

Changes in the input voltage or changes in the parameters of the load change only the frequency of the controller and therefore of the converter. So, the control is very robust. The accuracy of the current is given by the hysteresis. A smaller hysteresis and/or a smaller inductor lead to a higher switching frequency.

When the light has to be pulsed to dim the illumination or to produce significant changes in the radiation, such as when the system is used for, e.g., disinfection purposes or to send information, a third mode has to occur. In mode M3, the switch SP is on and the inductor is nearly short-circuited. Using a MOSFET with only a few mΩ as the resistor and a Schottky diode for the free-wheeling diode DM, the current through the inductor stays nearly constant. Figure 2 shows the control signals of the main and the pulse switch, as well as the currents through the coil and the load. The current through the coil changes around 2 A, the frequency without pulsing is about 175 kHz and the hysteresis is about 300 mA. The input voltage is 48 V. The simulation circuit is also shown in Figure 2. The controller is realized by the comparator U1. The hysteresis of the controller is fixed by the resistors R1 and R2. The current through the coil is measured and transferred by the current-controlled voltage source H1. This signal is compared with the voltage of the arbitrary voltage source V4 which produces the reference value. The high-side driver, which is necessary for the high-side switch, is built by the voltage-controlled voltage source E1. The control signal Sigma1, which is the output signal of the and gate A1, is amplified by the factor 10.
Figure 2. The simulation circuit. From top to bottom: the control signal of the pulsing switch (turquoise), the control signal of the main switch (blue), the load current (violet), the current through the coil (red), and the change in the current through the coil (red).

With an input voltage of 24 V, one obtains longer on-times of the main switch SM. The switching frequency is lower (compared to Figure 2), which can be seen in Figure 3, but the current is still around the desired value (Figure 3, bottom traces).

Figure 3. The simulation circuit. From top to bottom: the control signal of the pulsing switch (turquoise), the control signal of the main switch (blue), the load current (violet), the current through the coil (red), and the change in the current through the coil (red).

A reduction in the input voltage leads to a longer on-time of the main switch SM. The pulsed load is still supplied by a near-constant current (Figure 4).

The here-described driving circuit is very easy to realize and a relatively high data rate can be achieved.
Figure 4. From top to bottom: the input voltage (green); the control signal of the pulsing switch (turquoise); the control signal of the main switch (blue); the load current (violet); the current through the coil (red); the change in the current through the coil (red).

2.1. Pulsing of More Channels in Series

To achieve more channels in the series, MOSFETs could be connected to groups of LEDs (Figure 5). To each LED or group of LEDs which can be short-circuited by an electronic switch SP, a diode is connected in the series to avoid a large reverse recovery time of the LEDs. The simulation circuit is shown in Figure 5. Three pulse switches SP are used. Now, two additional high-side drivers are used. It should be mentioned that other switches like p-channel MOSFET can simplify the control of the switches SP.

Figure 5. Simulation circuit.

Figure 6 shows the current through the three LEDs, the control signal of the main switch SM, the control signals for pulsing the three LEDs, and the current ripple of the current through the coil.

With three LEDs and using different types of LEDs (red, green, and blue), one can now code the information into three channels and the information can be included in the pulse length and in the phase shifts between the pulses. Furthermore, one can change the chrominance and the color temperature.
2.2. Variation in the Arrangement of the Inductor L1, the Main Switch SM, and the Diode DM

In Figure 7a, the negative terminal of the input is connected with the negative side of the load. The variant according to Figure 7b has the advantage that the main switch is connected to ground; the output side, however, is floating.

Another way to combine groups of LEDs radiating red, green, and blue light is shown in Figure 8. Three half-bridges consisting of a main switch SM and a pulse switch SP are used to control the three groups of LEDs. The half-bridges have the advantage that their parasitic inductance is very small.
2.3. Influence of the Parasitic Load Inductance

The load should be as near as possible to the output. This is not always possible and some parasitic inductance always occurs. Figure 9 shows the current through L1, the current through the load, the voltage across S2, and the voltage across S1. The parasitic inductance in series connection to the LEDs is 1 µH. When S2 turns off, the parasitic inductance produces a significant overvoltage across S2 and a short ringing of the current in the load occurs. With a small RC snubber, the overvoltage can be removed, as is also shown in Figure 9. With an additional RC snubber across the load (LEDs plus the series diode), a second modeled parasitic inductance can also be deactivated (Figure 10).

A further reduction is shown in Figure 10. Parallel to the LEDs, a second small RC snubber is connected (and the parasitic inductance is modeled by 1 µH in two different lines). It should be mentioned that 1 µH is relatively large.
When S1 is turned off, the current through the inductor free-wheels through the diode D1. The current through the load is interrupted and the LEDs turn off. This is mode M2. Mode M3 starts when the active switch S2 is turned off, too. Now, D2 turns on and D1 turns off. The current through the inductor L1 free-wheels through diode D2 and the load. The information can now be transferred by the length of mode M2. During this mode, the light is turned off. The current through the inductor L1 free-wheels through diode D2 and the load.

3. Driving Stage II (Pulsed LED Driver with Half-Bridge)

Another capacitor-free LED driver with the possibility to pulse the output is shown in Figure 11. It consists of two in-series connected electronic switches S1 and S2, two diodes D1 and D2, and an inductor L1. The input voltage is connected between the terminals 1 and 2. The load consists of the series connection from LED_1 to LED_n. This circuit has, again, the main advantage of needing no capacitor for the energy transformation. Only when the source of the input voltage is not directly connected does a small capacitor have to be connected between the negative pole of switch S1 and the cathode of D2 to avoid an overvoltage across the switches caused by the parasitic input inductance.

The driver has three modes in the continuous inductor current mode. During mode M1, both electronic switches S1 and S2 are on and both diodes are blocked. The current flows through the load, through L1, through the switches, and back to the input source U1. When S1 is turned off, the current through the inductor free-wheels through the diode D1. The current through the load is interrupted and the LEDs turn off. This is mode M2. Mode M3 starts when the active switch S2 is turned off, too. Now, D2 turns on and D1 turns off. The current through the inductor L1 free-wheels through diode D2 and the load. The information can now be transferred by the length of mode M2. During this mode, the light...
is turned off. When the current through L1 is controlled, the current can be held constant, and when mode M3 starts again, the current through the LEDs is the same as before during mode M1. A constant current through the LEDs causes a constant color temperature.

Modeling again the load by a crack characteristic, the current through the inductor during mode M1 is described by

$$\frac{dI_{L1}}{dt} = \frac{u_1 - (V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L1})}{L_1}. $$

The current increases linearly and when the current reaches the upper desired value, the electronic switch S1 is turned off. When no information has to be transmitted, the second electronic switch S2 is turned off, too. When information has to be transmitted, S2 stays on, the current through the coil turns on the diode D1, and the current free-wheels through S2 and D1 and stays nearly constant. Now, no current flows through the load and the LEDs are extinguished. When the electronic switch S2 is turned off, mode M3 begins and the current free-wheels through the diode D2 and the load. Now, the LEDs are turned on and produce light. The current through the inductor decreases according to the differential equation

$$\frac{dI_{L1}}{dt} = -\frac{(V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L1})}{L_1}. $$

Figure 12 shows the current through the load, the control signal of S2, which carries the information over two different lengths, and the current through the inductor. On the left of the figure, the start-up is also shown; on the right side, the pulsing is shown enlarged. One can see the two different pulse lengths which bear the information. If the pulse lengths are only short, information telegrams are sent, e.g., eight bit, and then the next telegram is sent about eight pulses later, so the reduced illumination does not matter. When continuous information has to be sent, the current should be increased. The information should be formatted in such a way that the mean value of the current through the load should be constant.

Another way to maintain a constant current mean value through the load is by reducing the data rate. This is shown in Figure 13. Again, a little increase in the reference value can be made to keep the illumination constant.
Figure 13. Start-up and pulsing information. From top to bottom: the current through the LEDs (dark violet), the information (blue), and the current through the coil (red).

To increase the data rate, each pulse is bearing information, as shown in Figure 14. The two switches must be synchronized and start at the same moment. The switching frequency and the data frequency are 500 kHz in Figure 14a and 1 MHz in Figure 14b. The current through the load, the control signal of the switches, and the current through the inductor are shown.

Figure 15 shows the combination of three converters to control groups of LEDs with the colors blue, red, and green. The control of each stage can be achieved through integrated half-bridge drivers with separate input signals. The supply voltage of the high-side driver is generated by a charge pump.
Figure 14. (a) A clock frequency of 500 kHz. From top to bottom: the current through the load (dark violet); the control signal of S2 (black); the control signal of S1 (turquoise); the current through the inductor (red). (b) A clock frequency of 1 MHz. From top to bottom: the current through the load (dark violet); the control signal of S2 (black); the control signal of S1 (turquoise); the current through the inductor (red).

Figure 15. Combination of three LED drivers of type II.

Influence of the Parasitic Output Inductance

Figure 16 shows the current through the load, the current through the coil, the data signal, and the control signal of S1, with a small parasitic inductance of 0.2 µH. Figure 16 also shows the voltage across S2, the voltage across S1, the current through the load, the current through the coil, the data signal, and the control signal of S1 without and with a small RC snubber of 10 Ω and 10 nF.
4. Driving Stage Type III

This driving stage for LEDs as shown in Figure 17, also needs no capacitor for the energy transformation and is more flexible concerning the input voltage, because it is based on the Buck–Boost converter. A peculiarity of this circuit is that the frequency of the data must be the same as the frequency of the converter. Again, the best way to control the current through the coil is by employing a hysteresis controller. Both active switches are turned on at the same time. When the current reaches the upper limit, the switch S1 is turned off. S2 is still on and the current through the coil commutates into the diode D1. When S2 is turned off, the current commutates into the load and the LEDs turn on. With two distinguishable turn-on times of S2, a digital signal can be produced; with three different turn-on times, a ternary logic is produced. The current through the load should be constant at the mean value.

Figure 17. LED driver and pulser of type III.
The driving circuit consists of two active switches S1 and S2 and two diodes D1 and D2. Again, the circuit has three modes. During mode M1, both switches are turned on, the input voltage is across the inductor, and the current increases. The current through the coil changes according to

$$\frac{di_{L1}}{dt} = \frac{u_1}{L_1}.$$ 

When only S1 is turned off and S2 stays on, the current of the coil commutates into D1 and free-wheels. The voltage across the coil is now nearly zero. The small negative voltage is caused by the forward voltage of the diode plus the on-resistor of the active switch S2 and the parasitic resistor of the coil.

When S2 is turned off, the current commutates into the diode D2, the current of the coil flows through the load, and the illumination starts. The on-time of the LEDs depends on the off-time of the switch S2. With changes in the off-time of S2, information can be coded.

The inductor current changes now according to

$$\frac{di_{L1}}{dt} = -\frac{(V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot i_L)}{L_1}.$$ 

In VLED and RLED, not only the crack voltage of the LEDs and the differential resistor of the LEDs but also the crack voltage and the differential resistor of the diode D2 are included.

Using a hysteresis controller with the hysteresis $\Delta I$, the duration of the on-time of the switch S1 is calculated as follows:

$$T_{on} = L_1 \frac{\Delta I}{U_1}.$$ 

When no information has to be transmitted, S2 turns off after the same amount of time and the current decreases by $\Delta I$ during the same time, calculated as follows:

$$T_{off} = L_1 \frac{\Delta I}{V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0}}.$$ 

$$T_{on} + T_{off} = L_1 \Delta I \left( \frac{1}{V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0}} + \frac{1}{U_1} \right) = L_1 \Delta I \left( \frac{U_1 + V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0}}{U_1(V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0})} \right).$$

The frequency of the hysteresis controller is therefore

$$f = \frac{U_1(V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0})}{L_1 \Delta I(U_1 + V_{LED} + R_{LED} \cdot I_{L0})}.$$  

Figure 18 shows the current through the load, the pulses which contain the information, the control signal of the switch S1 which comes from the controller, and the current through the coil. The pulses change between two values which can be coded as high and low. The current increases when the signal “contr” is on, stays nearly constant during the time interval between the on-time of the “pulses” (this is the control signal of the switch S2) and the on-time of “contr” (this is the control signal of the switch S1), and decreases when the switch S2 is turned off.

To achieve the same mean value of the current through the LEDs, the current through the coil must be higher than the mean value of the current through the LEDs. Figure 19 shows the same signals, but the current through the coil is controlled to have a certain value so that the desired current flows through the LEDs at the same mean value.
Figure 18. The current through the coil measuring at 2 A. From top to bottom: the current through the load (dark violet); pulses (black); the control signal of the switch S1 (turquoise); the current through the coil (red).

To achieve the same mean value of the current through the LEDs, the current through the coil must be higher than the mean value of the current through the LEDs. Figure 19 shows the same signals, but the current through the coil is controlled to have a certain value so that the desired current flows through the LEDs at the same mean value.

Figure 19. A current through the coil measuring at 2 A. From top to bottom: the current through the load (dark violet); pulses (black); the control signal of the switch S1 (turquoise); the current through the coil (red).

4.1. Hysteresis Controller

The simulation circuit of the driver of type III with a hysteresis controller is depicted in Figure 20. The current through the coil is measured by the current through the voltage source V3 and transformed into a voltage by the current-controlled voltage source H1. The voltage $I_{mes}$ is compared with the reference value $Ref_I$ by the comparator U1. The hysteresis is adjusted by the resistors R1 and R2. The output signal of the controller contr is
amplified by the voltage-controlled voltage sources E1 and E2, which are connected to the gate and source of the electronic switches.

Figure 20. Simulation circuit of hysteresis-controlled driving stage of type III.

Figure 21 shows the behavior of the hysteresis controller. The reference value, the input voltage, and the current through the coil are shown. The current follows the reference value and the changes in the input voltage do not disturb.

Figure 21. Hysteresis-controlled driving stage of type III. From top to bottom: reference value (gray), input voltage (blue), and current through coil (red).

Figure 22 shows the start-up. The input voltage increases and so does the reference value. The current follows the reference value even when the voltage is low. The frequency of the controller is now also low.

The controller reacts immediately to changes in the reference value and the input voltage. Figure 23a shows a step of the reference value within 1 µs. The current follows and the frequency changes from 1.18 MHz to 0.89 MHz. Figure 23b shows a step of the input voltage within 1 µs, where the current stays constant.
Figure 22. Start-up of hysteresis-controlled driving stage of type III. From top to bottom: reference value (gray), input voltage (blue), and current through coil (red).

The controller reacts immediately to changes in the reference value and the input voltage. Figure 23a shows a step of the reference value within 1 µs. The current follows and the frequency changes from 1.18 MHz to 0.89 MHz. Figure 23b shows a step of the input voltage within 1 µs, where the current stays constant.

Figure 23. Hysteresis-controlled driving stage of type III: (a) reference value step; (b) input voltage step. From top to bottom: reference value (gray), input voltage (blue), and current through coil (red).

Figure 24 shows an extended version where the group of LEDs can be short-circuited. So, with red, green, and blue LEDs, the chrominance can be changed and the data can now be sent through three channels.

Figure 24. Extended version of type III.
4.2. Influence of the Parasitic Inductance at the Load Side

Figure 25 shows the influence of the parasitic inductance of the load. Ringing occurs during mode M3. The ripple current through the coil, the voltage across the load, the voltage across S2, the voltage across S1, and the input voltage are depicted.

![Figure 25: Hysteresis-controlled driving stage of type III: influence of parasitic inductor at load side with 0.2 µH and 0.2 Ω. From top to bottom: current through L1 (red); voltage across load (turquoise); voltage across S2 (blue); input voltage (gray); voltage across S1 (green); input voltage (gray).](image1)

The load (LEDs) and the diode D2 should be connected as near as possible to the coil L1 to avoid the overvoltage. Figure 26 shows the ripple current through L1, the voltage across the load, the voltage across S2 (gray), and the voltage across S1. The straight line in the bottom two graphs is the input voltage. The parasitic inductance has the value 0.2 µH. When the switches are off, a pronounced ringing of the voltage occurs across them. To avoid this ringing, a small RC snubber (10 Ω in series with 10 nF) is connected across the second active switch S2. The time constant of the snubber is near to the period of the ringing.

![Figure 26: Hysteresis-controlled driving stage of type III: influence of parasitic inductor at load side with 0.2 µH and 0.2 Ω and with RC snubber 10 Ω + 10 nF. From top to bottom: current through L1 (red); voltage across load (turquoise); voltage across S2 (blue); input voltage (gray); voltage across S1 (green); input voltage (gray).](image2)
5. Combination of Three Converters

Figure 27 shows a combination of three converters building a single-input multiple-output system. The current of each coil is again controlled by a hysteresis controller. When the groups of LEDs have the colors red, blue, and green, the chrominance and the color temperature can be changed, and with three equivalent photodetectors, one can now send information through three channels.

![Diagram of three driving stages of type III](image)

**Figure 27.** Combination of three driving stages of type III.

6. Further Aspects

It should be mentioned first that these considerations are also valid for all three circuits.

6.1. Influence of the Parasitic Input Inductance

The input source should be an ideal voltage source, e.g., a DC microgrid. The converter is connected by wires to the source. The parasitic inductance leads to a high overvoltage across the switch S1. To avoid the overvoltage, a small capacitor must be connected between the cathode of D1 and the negative terminal of the switch S1. Figure 28 shows the effect of a 470 nF capacitor in the interplay with a typical parasitic inductance of 1 µH. The overvoltage is suppressed.

![Diagram of removal of parasitic inductance](image)

**Figure 28.** The removal of the influence of the parasitic inductance at the input side. From top to bottom: the voltage across S1 (turquoise); the current through D1 (red); the voltage across S1 (blue); the control signal of S1 (black). The parasitic inductance is 1 µH and 470 nF is used as the input capacitor.
6.2. Dimming

There are two possibilities to dim the radiation. First, one can reduce the reference value of the current through the coil, and second, one can reduce the frequency. The second concept has the advantage that the LEDs radiate with a constant color temperature and the light pulses have the same amplitude. This is advantageous for the data receiver. Figure 29 shows the dimming signal, the current through the load, and the current through the coil. The current through the coil is controlled to be 2 A. The frequency during turn off is 117 kHz, and during lighting, it is 1.05 MHz.

![Dimming Signal](image)

Figure 29. Dimming, from top to bottom: current through LEDs (dark violet); current through L1 (red).

7. Conclusions

This paper presents three LED drivers which have some interesting features and can be used for illumination and simultaneous data transmission. No large capacitors are necessary, so the circuits are compact and cheap. There is no inrush current when connected to a stable input supply. The simple control concept is realized with a hysteresis current controller. A small capacitor, to avoid an overvoltage across the active switch caused by the input inductor of the wiring of the supply voltage, is necessary. Only a small RC snubber, with a very small capacitor, may be necessary when the load is not directly connected. By using red, green, and blue LEDs, the chrominance can be controlled and three data channels can be used. Furthermore, dimming is easily possible. A future research topic can be to extend the converters to multi-stage systems, as briefly suggested in this paper. This can easily be achieved by adopting single-phase systems. In this context, investigating the control of the chrominance and color temperature could be a potential field of research. The converters can be easily extended to multi-stage systems. There are various interesting real-world applications of the proposed system. The LED driving converters can be used for illumination combined with data transmission. This could be applied for indoor and outdoor applications, such as in the home, in industry, and for office solutions. Promising topics are illumination, vehicles, autonomous cars, traffic signs, railways, automotive applications, robotics, maritime applications, medicine, and many more possible application cases.
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